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Current quantum technology is approaching the system sizes and fidelities required for quantum error
correction. It is therefore important to determine exactly what is needed for proof-of-principle experiments,
which will be a major step towards fault-tolerant quantum computation. Here we propose a surface code based
experiment that is the smallest, both in terms of code size and circuit depth, that would allow errors to be detected
and corrected for both the X and Z bases of a qubit. This requires 17 physical qubits initially prepared in a
product state, on which 16 two-qubit entangling gates are applied before a final measurement of all qubits. A
platform agnostic error model is applied to give some idea of the noise levels required for success. It is found
that a true demonstration of quantum error correction will require fidelities for the preparation and measurement
of qubits and the entangling gates to be above 99%.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.96.032338
I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum error correction is the set of methods required
to manage noise in a quantum computer [1]. Before we can
build a quantum computer we must first achieve quantum error
correction, experimentally demonstrating that it can indeed
correct quantum noise.
Arbitrarily large quantum error correcting codes can suppress errors to an arbitrary degree, but only if the noise levels
are sufficiently low. The corresponding threshold for noise is
therefore an important parameter to consider when developing
quantum technology. This threshold depends greatly on the
type of noise, the design of the error correcting code used and
the means by which it is decoded.
A great deal of work has gone into determining the threshold
noise level for the leading family of quantum error correcting
codes: the surface codes. The most widely cited cases consider
all components to suffer incoherent errors with essentially
the same probability, p [2]. They then consider the error
correction behavior as the code size is increased, finding a
phase transition between correctable and uncorrectable noise
levels in the thermodynamic limit [3]. This transition occurs
at around p = 1%.
This is certainly an important case to consider for longterm applications of quantum error correction. However, near
term applications require different treatment. The small codes
of early experiments will not benefit from the advantages of
large codes. However, they will have advantages of their own.
Specifically, their limited size will allow powerful decoding
methods that would be infeasible for large sizes. These can
tailor the decoding to the exact form of noise suffered by the
code, and so allow us to get the very best results from the
systems available in the near term.
Due to these differences, the required noise levels for
proof-of-principle quantum error correction experiments could
be quite different for long term applications. As such, it is
important to study the noise levels required specifically for
small codes.
In this paper we propose and study an experiment that could
be used for the first full demonstration of surface code error
correction. With this we can determine exactly how low the
noise levels must be in order for the experiment to succeed.
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For the noise model we consider, we again find that the noise
levels should be limited by around 1%. Our work therefore
lends further weight to this widely cited value, while providing
more detail on exactly how it applies to near term problems.
We consider the standard paradigm of quantum computation based on qubits—two level quantum systems [4].
A physical qubit, such as an electron spin, interacts with
its environment in intractable ways which we interpret as
noise. Since noise must be kept arbitrarily low for quantum
computation, we encode one logical qubit, i.e., the two level
system we use for computation, in a highly entangled state of
multiple physical qubits such that local noise can be traced
by measuring a set of observables—the stabilizers—without
affecting the logical qubit [5]. A set of measurement results
is called a syndrome. Interpreting a syndrome by means of a
decoding algorithm shows possible error locations and thus
allows undoing errors on the logical state, but might also lead
to solidification of the error’s effect on the logical state if
the physical errors were not properly identified. However, by
increasing the number of physical qubits, the probability of
failure can be made arbitrarily small.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF QUANTUM
ERROR CORRECTION

It can be expected that the experimental development
of quantum error correction will consist of three distinct
phases, after which full development of fault-tolerant quantum
computation can begin.
Current experiments form the first phase, in which necessary primitives for quantum error correction are demonstrated.
This includes showing that the required states can be prepared
[6], that the required entangling measurements can be made
[7–9], and demonstrating correction of a subset of the errors
[7]. These experiments may also introduce artificial noise, to
show the ability of the code to detect it [6,8]. Such experiments
do not achieve quantum error correction themselves, but
instead develop and demonstrate the necessary tools and
techniques. This phase of development describes current
experiments.
Future phases of proof-of-principle experiments will move
on to larger codes (at least tens of qubits). They will use a
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complete set of syndrome measurements, capable of correcting
all error types, and be operated at lower noise levels. This will
allow them to fully achieve correction of the genuine noise
experienced by the system.
We identify two future phases of such experiments. Experiments in the second phase will use only a single set of
the required syndrome measurements before the final readout
step. This is sufficient to detect and correct quantum errors in a
way that will preserve the quantum information over a slightly
longer time scale than without error correction.
In the third phase experiments the syndrome measurements
will be repeated multiple times. This will allow quantum
information to be preserved over much longer time scales. By
using a number of measurement rounds that scale with system
size, the lifetime should increase with system size also. This
is the basis for arbitrarily increasing lifetime, as required for
quantum computation.
Phase 2 experiments will be more straightforward than
phase 3 for several reasons. First, the operations required
for the syndrome measurement (entangling gates and ancilla
measurements) need not be repeated. Second, the limited time
frame in phase 2 experiments allows fewer possibilities for
logical errors to occur, which decreases their likelihood. The
acceptable noise level will therefore be higher, and the number
of qubits required to suppress the errors will be lower. Third,
the relatively small number of possible syndromes allows
optimal decoding to be performed. This can be done using
a lookup table populated with experimental data, and so relies
on no theoretical assumptions or approximations regarding the
noise.
It is for these reasons that we can expect that phase 2 will
be distinct from phase 3, and should therefore be the current
priority. In this work, we propose an experiment that could
begin the second phase. We also introduce the conditions that
are required for such an experiment to be considered a success.

FIG. 1. Two alternative definitions of stabilizers in a surface code.
Stabilizers are associated with plaquettes, including the four semioval
plaquettes on the edges. Code qubits reside on the vertices of the
lattices, and ancilla qubits reside on the center of each plaquette.

Though each individual σx operation anticommutes with
some of the white plaquettes, a string across the code from left
to right commutes with all. We associate any such operation
with the Pauli operator X for the logical qubit. The eigenstates
of these operators are therefore associated with the logical
states |+ and |−. Similarly, a string of σz operations from top
to bottom also commutes with all stabilizers and corresponds
to the logical Z. Eigenstates of this are the logical qubit states
|0 and |1.
Valid states of the logical qubit exist within the subspace
that is the mutual +1 eigenspace of all stabilizers. Only
highly entangled states exist within this space, and so their
initialization will not be straightforward. However, consider
the state for which all code qubits are |0. This is clearly in
the +1 eigenspace of all white plaquette operators, and also
for the logical Z operation. It can therefore be associated with
the logical |0 state. It is nevertheless not an eigenstate of the
blue plaquette operators. Measurement of these will therefore
yield completely random results.

III. 17 QUBIT SURFACE CODE

The proposed experiment considers the simplest nontrivial
instance of the surface code method of quantum error correction [3]. It uses the smallest possible surface code that can
both detect and correct quantum errors, which encodes a single
logical qubit in nine physical qubits [10]. These are known as
the code qubits. Errors are detected through eight stabilizer
measurements. Each is measured using an additional physical
qubit that acts as an ancilla. A total of 17 physical qubits are
therefore required. The code is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The stabilizers of this code can be defined in multiple
different ways. Two are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The
former allows a more straightforward explanation of the
proposed experiment, and so will be used for the following
description.
The stabilizer observables, used to detect noise, are associated with plaquettes of the lattice. These plaquettes are split
into two groups: white and blue. The white plaquettes are made
up of σz operators. They therefore detect the effects of σx and
σy errors, which we call bit flips. The blue plaquettes are made
up of σx operators and detect the phase flips σz and σy . Note
that σy is composed of both a bit and a phase flip, and so is
detected by both types of stabilizer.

FIG. 2. Code qubits are shown with filled circles, and ancilla
qubits with empty circles. The entangling gates are shown with
colored lines. The red gates are performed first, followed by orange,
then green, and finally blue.
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After the measurement of all stabilizers, the state will be
forced into a mutual eigenstate of all stabilizers. However, it
will not be the mutual +1 eigenstate for the blue plaquettes,
in general. To rectify this, σz operations could applied to a
subset of the code qubits such that the state is rotated to the
mutual +1 eigenstate. There are many ways in which this can
be done, which will differ from each other by a logical Z,
with no clear indication of which is preferred. The procedure
will therefore result in a logical Z being applied randomly.
However, since the initial logical state is |0, an eigenstate of Z,
such an error would have no effect. We may therefore redefine
our stabilizer space. Rather than the mutual +1 eigenstate of
all plaquette operators, it will be the +1 eigenspace of white
plaquettes, and whatever eigenspace is obtained by the first set
of measurements for the blue plaquettes.
Similarly, the logical |1 state will be prepared when all
code qubits are |1. The logical states |+ and |− can also be
prepared in a similar way, but the roles of the white and blue
plaquettes will be interchanged.
In general, initialization will be followed by a period in
which stabilizers are measured periodically for an arbitrarily
long time. Also, manipulations required for quantum computation will be applied between measurement rounds. The
effects of noise over time will be detected by the stabilizer
measurements. Combined with the use of an arbitrarily large
surface code (defined on an arbitrarily large grid), this process
will allow the lifetime of the logical qubit to be made arbitrarily
long.
Each round of syndrome measurement is done using a fivestep transversal process. First, each ancilla is paired with a
unique code qubit, and an entangling gate is applied between
each pair. For the white plaquettes this will be a controlled-NOT,
which either applies a σx or nothing to the ancilla depending
on whether the code qubit state is |1 or |0, respectively. A
similar gate is applied for the blue plaquettes, but controlled on
the |+ and |− states of the code qubits. This process is then
repeated three more times, so that each ancilla is entangled
with each of its neighboring code qubits.
The pairing of the qubits is done according to the numbering
in Fig. 1(a), and the coloring of Fig. 2. All code qubits
numbered 1 are entangled first, and so on. The order is different
for the two types of plaquette. This is to mitigate the effect of
ancilla errors being spread to the code via the entangling gates,
which can lead to uncorrectable errors if the ordering is not
chosen carefully [10].
The ancilla qubits are initialized as |0. The state of an
ancilla after the entangling gates acts as a proxy for the
multiqubit plaquette measurement, suffering from additional
noise due to imperfections in the entangling gates. The fifth
and final step of the process is therefore to measure the ancilla
qubits in the Z basis. The result |0 implies that the code lies
within the +1 eigenspace of the corresponding stabilizer, and
|1 implies the −1 eigenspace.
These syndrome measurements must be constantly repeated
until the time for the readout of the logical qubit. This is done
in either the logical Z or X basis. The readout of logical Z
is done by measuring all code qubits in their Z basis. This
allows both the eigenstate of the logical Z operator and a
final syndrome measurement of the white plaquette stabilizers
to be inferred. Logical X readout is similarly done through

measurement of the code qubits in the X basis, and also yields
a final syndrome for the white stabilizers. Once readout is
complete, the combination of all syndrome measurements can
be used to determined how to correct the value of the logical
operator, in order to reflect the true state of the logical qubit.
The final syndrome measurement is different from standard
ones in many important ways. First, it can only be used to
infer the measurement result for one type of plaquette: white
plaquettes for Z measurements and blue for X. However, since
this is always the type of plaquette required for correction of
the measured basis, it does not pose any problem.
Also the fact that the code qubits are measured directly
means that noisy measurements have a different effect.
Specifically, noise that causes the measurement to report
the wrong value has an equivalent effect to a bit flip (for
Z measurements) applied directly before a perfect measurement. As such, we can consider this round to consist of perfect
syndrome measurements, preceded by additional noise in the
conjugate basis.
Since the ancilla qubits are not involved, there is another important difference. Standard syndrome measurements require
use of the ancilla qubits at all points during the process: first for
the entangling gates and then for measurement. It is therefore
not possible to begin one round of measurements before
previous one is finished. However, the code qubits are idle
during the ancilla measurements. The readout measurements,
which only involve code qubits, can therefore be performed
concurrently with the ancilla measurements for the last
standard syndrome round.
Finally, it is important to note that the readout measurements are not entangling. Applying readout directly
after initialization would mean that the code never becomes
entangled. At least one standard syndrome measurement is
therefore required for the process to truly count as quantum
error correction.
By using the stabilizers of Fig. 1(a), we treat bit and phase
flip errors in a completely equivalent but independent way.
Such an approach would be fine if both occur at the same
rate. However, typically there are large differences between
their noise levels. Dealing with them independently therefore
means that our error correction will always be constrained by
the noisier of the two.
This can be dealt with using the stabilizers of Fig. 1(b) [11].
These are equivalent to those of Fig. 1(a) up to local Hadamard
rotations. All the analysis above therefore still applies, but with
some exchanges between the X and Z bases of code qubits.
This will lead to both types of stabilizers detecting both types of
errors (though still only one type per code qubit). The noisier
form of error will then be corrected more effectively, since
they are always mixed with the less noisy ones. As such, it is
the stabilizers of Fig. 1(b) that we consider in our proposed
experiment.
IV. PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

For the simplest instance of surface code error correction,
we need to implement the least number of syndrome measurement rounds. As noted above, applying readout directly after
initialization does not lead to the state becoming entangled.
However, it does yield a syndrome that can be used for error
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correction. This is effectively a classical error correcting code
based upon the planar code. We therefore need to go beyond
this by making a single standard syndrome measurement.
Just making this measurement is not enough. Consider the
case for which the standard syndrome measurement is made,
but the results are completely ignored. Error correction can be
done using the readout syndrome alone. Due to the short time
scale of the experiment, this may even provide good results.
However, the nature of the error correcting problem would still
be essentially classical. Applying the entangling gates for the
standard syndrome measurement would have done little more
than provide an additional source of noise. Even if they were
essentially useless, the decoding could still succeed.
It is therefore important to ensure that the results of the
standard syndrome measurement are indeed used, and that the
error correction that results from their use is noticeably better
than that when they are ignored. This will be an important
condition that the results of an experiment must meet in order
for it to be considered a success.
Given the use of a single standard syndrome measurement,
the experiment will consist of the following steps. First the
physical qubits are initialized in the required product state. This
will correspond to an initial logical state of |0,|1,|+, or |−.
The four rounds of transversal entangling gates will then be
applied, as in Fig. 2. Finally, all physical qubits are measured.
Ancillae are measured in the Z basis, and each code qubit is
measured in the X or Z basis as required. Note that, since one
type of stabilizer has random outcomes due to initialization
and is not measured during readout, its results will not be used
in the error correction process. Only the two rounds of results
for the other syndrome type are used. Specifically, for a Z (X)
measurement of the logical qubit we use only the outcomes of
white (blue) stabilizers.
The basis chosen for readout of the logical qubit should
always be the same as that of the initial state. With many
samples, the fidelities of the states after error correction can
then be determined.
For comparison, the same fidelity should also be determined
for a single physical qubit. This allows us to assess the
effectiveness of a code in protecting a logical qubit, in
comparison with a logical qubit stored in a single physical
qubit. It is only when this base level is improved upon that
the error correction provides a benefit. This provides a second
condition that our results must meet such that the experiment
can be deemed to be a success.
V. DECODING

Decoding is the process determining how best to correct
errors given the syndrome results. For the surface code, this
is typically done using approximate [2,10,12] or resource
intensive algorithms [13]. In either case, the nature of the
noise model must be known for the most effective decoding.
However, due to the small size of the proposed setup, the use
of such algorithms can be avoided.
The experiment consists of two rounds of syndrome
measurement, of which only four stabilizers in each contribute to error correction. This means that there are only
28 = 256 possible sets of measurement outcomes. Decoding
can therefore be performed using a lookup table. Whenever we

obtain a certain syndrome, we simply check the table to see
whether keeping or flipping the readout logical value is more
likely to give us the correct measurement result for the logical
qubit.
The entries of this lookup table can be calculated using
experimental data. The experiment can be run many times for
different initial states. For each, the syndrome outcomes as
well as the difference between the measured logical operator
and the initial state is noted. The probability of the initial state
being different to the measured logical operator can then be
calculated for each syndrome value. With these data, we will
know the best case strategy when we encounter each syndrome.
Note that no theoretical assumptions about the noise are
required for our method. Also, the lookup table is calculated
using the exact noise that affects the system. The correction
applied will therefore depend on the exact details of the noise.
It adapts to ensure that the most likely correction is always
applied.
For comparison, we also consider the decoding method
proposed by Tomita and Svore in Ref. [10]. Like other
algorithmic methods for surface codes, this uses the fact that
a sequence of nearby errors can form a so-called error chain.
These result in syndrome changes only at any end points of the
chain that reside in the bulk. Decoding can therefore be done
by pairing syndrome changes with each other or an edge.
The Tomita-Svore method also uses the fact that any
syndrome change can be caused by no more than a single error.
This allows the minimal number of errors that causes a given
syndrome to be determined using a simple set of rules. The
results are equivalent to the minimum weight perfect matching
algorithm applied with all errors assigned the same weight. For
convenience and due to the limited code size, the algorithm
can be cast into a lookup table. This would link each syndrome
to a set of likely errors, and their corresponding effect on the
readout of the logical operator. We have adapted the method
slightly to account for the fact that only two measurement
rounds are performed in the proposed experiment. Specifically,
any syndrome defects that remain after the Tomita-Svore rules
are applied are assumed to be due to errors at the edge.
VI. DETERMINING THRESHOLD NOISE LEVELS

An important consideration for proof-of-principle experiments is how low the noise level must be. Our main focus is
on determining noise levels that will allow the surface code to
outperform a single physical qubit.
Determining thresholds usually requires the application
of a decoding algorithm to a large and representative set
of noise samples. However, the use of a full look-up table
decoder allows us to avoid this. Instead we calculate two
probabilities for each syndrome: the probability that the value
of the read out logical operator has been affected by the noise,
and the probability that it has not. Decoding will be done
according to the most likely of these two options, given the
measured syndrome. The probability of successful decoding
for a given syndrome therefore corresponds to the larger of
the two. To obtain the total probability of successful decoding
one can simply sum these, weighted by the probability of
the corresponding syndromes. We refer to this total success
probability as the fidelity of the process.
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A. Simulating noise

Quantum noise is, in general, complex and difficult to simulate. In studies of error correction it is common to approximate
noise by using Pauli channels. These are described by the
application of the Pauli operators σx , σy , and σz to qubits
within the system with certain probabilities. The application
of these operations on a stabilizer code, such as the planar
code, always results in a definite change in the values of
the syndromes and logical operators. It is therefore simple to
simulate, and can be done using standard methods for Clifford
circuits [4].
Unfortunately, this simplicity comes at a cost. The approximation to Pauli channels means that coherent effects of noise
are not taken into account, which can lead to significantly
different results in some cases [14].
Another approach is to use a full simulation of noise that
cannot be expressed as a Pauli channel, but must instead be
treated as a more general noise channel. Due to the relatively
small nature of our system, this can be done using a tensor
network simulation.
In the tensor network approach, the density operator of
the system is represented using a collection of tensors. Each
tensor describes a physical qubit and its entanglement with
neighboring qubits, and is typically much smaller than the full
density matrix. Gates can then be applied exactly to one or two
qubits by operating on their tensors, without having to take the
whole density operator into account at each step.
Following the approach of [14], we factorize the initial
state into a projected pair entangled state (PEPS) and then
apply single or two qubit channels to reflect the operations
of local noise and the (noisy) application of entangling gates
respectively. Due to the limited number of entangling gates
and the inherently limited complexity of a two qubit channel,
the exact reproduction of the algorithm is possible.
Unlike [14], the system considered in our study will have a
manageably large set of possible syndrome values. The means
by which we extract data is therefore quite different. Using
the exact representation of the density operator, we calculate
the expectation values of all possible syndromes, using this
to create a lookup table that is accurate up to numerical
inaccuracies.
In this work we will consider both general noise channels
and their Pauli approximations. Tensor network simulations
will be used to calculate results in both cases. The results for
Pauli channels will allow us to comment on the connection with
many existing results in the error correction literature that use
this method. The results for the general noise channels will be
more realistic and incorporate the coherent effects of the noise.
B. General features of the noise model

To determine the noise model to be considered, let us first
consider the noise experienced by a single physical qubit that
is not involved in a surface code. The fidelity with which this
can store a logical qubit is the benchmark that the code must
beat.
When preparing the physical qubit in the required initial
state, |0 , |1 , |+, or |−, there will be some probability that
this preparation fails. We model this as a perfect preparation
followed by a bit flip with probability pbit and a phase flip
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with probability pphase . The former affects preparation of the
Z basis states, swapping one for the other, and the latter affects
the X. For simplicity we will assume that pbit = pphase = p.
The qubit will then experience decoherence for a time t. For
later convenience, we consider this as four successive periods
of time t/4, the time for each entangling gate implemented in
the surface code experiment. We consider the decoherence to
be characterized by two time scales, T1 and T2 . The former
is the time scale for amplitude damping, and the latter for
dephasing.
Finally, the qubit is measured in the Z or X basis. This
measurement will be imperfect, giving the opposite result with
some probability. We model this as a perfect measurement
preceded by a bit flip with probability mbit and a phase flip with
probability mphase . The former leads to the incorrect outcome
for a Z measurement, and the latter for an X measurement.
For simplicity we will assume that mbit = mphase = m.
We are interested in the probability that the qubit is
measured in the same state in which it was prepared, which we
call the fidelity of the single qubit storage process. There will
z
x
be two separate fidelities Fsingle
and Fsingle
, for the two bases
used. The overall fidelity is taken to be the minimum of these:

 z
x
.
(1)
Fsingle = min Fsingle
,Fsingle
Now we consider the noise applied to physical qubits used
within the surface code. This begins with preparation noise
and ends with measurement noise, as described above.
During the four rounds in which entangling gates are
applied, the noise of these gates must be considered. The nature
of such noisy gates will depend strongly on the physical system
used to implement them. Also, these gates will typically be
constructed from a sequence of multiple single and two qubit
rotations. The exact choice of this sequence will also determine
the form which the noise will take.
It is beyond the scope of this work to consider such platform
specific details. Instead we will look at the kind of error model
used currently for benchmarking quantum error correction.
This will then give an idea of what is required for specific
platforms, while also being connected to the many previous
threshold results in the field. Specifically, we model imperfect
two-qubit gates by applying depolarizing noise independently
to the two qubits involved. The manner in which this is done
depends strongly on the kind of error channel used, and so will
be described further below.
Due to the nature of the stabilizers at the edge, not all qubits
are involved in a two-qubit gate at all times. Such idle qubits
will experience decoherence for the corresponding time t/4.
Note that the interactions causing decoherence in the idle
qubits will also be applied to those involved in the two-qubit
gates. Indeed, this is one of the effects that will contribute to
their imperfection. As such, we must ensure that no tests are
made such that the qubits involved in these gates experience
less noise than the idle ones.
The total fidelity for this process is taken to be the
probability that the logical state of the initial configuration can
be recovered given the syndrome. This will yield two fidelities,
F z and F x , for the two bases used. The overall fidelity is taken
to be the minimum of these: F = min(F z ,F x ). The fidelity for
the code when the decoding uses both syndrome measurement
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rounds will be denoted Fcode,2 . That for only the final round
will be Fcode,1 .
C. Pauli noise channels

Pauli noise channels apply only errors of the form σx , σy ,
and σz . The channel is described by the probabilities for each
of these processes.
The effects of the amplitude damping and dephasing noise
cannot be fully captured by Pauli channels, but it can be
approximated as one. This applies σx , σy , and σz errors with
the following probabilities [10]:
1 − et/(4T1 )
1 − et/(4T2 )
, dz =
− dx . (2)
4
2
The total probability of an error is therefore d = dx + dy + dz .
Imperfect entangling gates are modelled with a Pauli
channel by applying depolarizing noise immediately prior
to a perfect two qubit gate. The noise is independently
applied to each qubit, with each Pauli error occurring with
probability g/3. Here g denotes the total probability of
depolarizing noise for each qubit. For these Pauli channels, the
condition that qubits involved in entangling gates should not
experience less noise than idle ones corresponds to ensuring
that d  g.
dx = dy =

D. General noise channels

In the tensor network, all operations are represented by
tensors Eijj  i  that are derived from quantum channels E as
Eijj  i  := i| E(|j  j  |) |i   ,


(3)



where |j  , |j  and |i , |i  are the bases in terms of which the
input and output are expanded. The channels themselves are
calculated by numerically solving the Lindblad equation. For
the amplitude and phase damping
noise, the Lindblad operators
√
√
√
are γ σ+ , γ σ− , and φσz . For the depolarizing noise
applied
√ during the entangling gates, the Lindblad operators
are ωσi with i ∈ x,y,z. The values of γ , φ, and ω are


1 1
1
, φ=
−γ ,
γ =
16T1
2 8T2


4
1
(4)
ω = − ln 1 − g .
8
3
These values ensure that the solution of the Lindblad equation
for a trivial Hamiltonian corresponds to the noise described
above.
E. Comparison to other thresholds

The standard means to calculate thresholds for surface
codes is to look at asymptotic properties. The threshold is
defined as the noise level below which the logical error
rate decays with increasing system size. See [2,13,15] for
examples. This threshold is equivalent to a phase transition
in corresponding statistical mechanics models [3,16]. Furthermore, the requirements of large scale simulations mean that
the noise considered is typically in the form of Pauli channels.
These results give a value for the p = m = g threshold
of around 1% when arbitrarily many measurement rounds

are used [2]. For the case of a single round with perfect
measurements (g = 0 and p = m nonzero only for code
qubits), the threshold is p + m = 11% [3].
In our case we investigate the required noise levels for
a small scale experiment. The definition of the threshold is
therefore quite different. We cannot expect to directly apply
results from studies with the above methodology. It will
therefore be interesting to see to what extent they agree.
Note that our use of only two measurement rounds means
our case is more similar to that with a threshold of p + m =
11% than that with p = m = g = 1%. We can therefore expect
that the threshold will decrease as more measurement rounds
are added to an experimental setup. The noise levels suitable
for our proposal must therefore still be improved upon before
more complex experiments can be attempted.
VII. RESULTS
A. Preliminaries

For the time scales, T1 , T2 , and t, we note that the absolute
values do not matter, only their relative durations. All times are
therefore stated in units of T2 . The remaining free parameters
are the time scales T1 /T2 and t/T2 and the probabilities m, p,
and g.
With given values of these parameters, we calculate the
probability of successful recovery for the stored logical
information. As mentioned around Eq. (1) we refer to this probability as the fidelity and calculate it for two forms of decoding.
One is the decoding for which the full syndrome information is
used (from both measurement rounds), for which the fidelity is
denoted Fcode,2 . The other is the partial decoding, which only
uses information from the final measurement round, yielding
fidelity Fcode,1 . We also calculate Fsingle , the probability of
successfully recovering a logical qubit state stored in a single
physical qubit over the same time scale.
With these fidelities we can determine whether or not
the experiment can be deemed a successful demonstration of
quantum error correction. Specifically for fixed values of the
time scales T1 /T2 and t/T2 we find the highest g that would
lead to success for various values of m and p. This is then
repeated for different values of the ratios.
Here success means that the code should outperform a
single qubit (Fcode,2 > Fsingle ) and that the error correction
when both syndrome rounds are used is significantly better
than that for only the last (Fcode,2  Fcode,1 ). To determine the
degree to which the latter is satisfied, we consider the quantity
f =

1 − Fcode,2
.
1 − Fcode,1

A value of f < 1 here demonstrates an advantage in using
both syndrome measurement rounds. If the measured value of
f cannot be distinguished from unity within the precision of
the data, no such advantage is demonstrated.
In the results we will see that reasonable noise levels achieve
values of f no lower than around 90%. Decoding using both
rounds is therefore demonstrably better than just using the final
one. However, the difference is not huge.
We can use this fact to further simplify preparation and
measurement noise. Consider the case where only the results
from the final round of syndrome measurement is used.
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FIG. 3. Graph of the threshold for gate noise, parametrized
by the probability g, against preparation and measurement noise,
parametrized by p = m.

The difference between errors made before and after the
entangling gates is effectively removed in this case, because
the issue regarding whether they will be seen by the standard
syndrome measurement is not relevant. The preparation and
measurement noise can therefore be effectively considered as
a single noise type with a combined strength of p(1 − m) +
m(1 − p) ≈ p + m. The results will then not depend strongly
on whether this noise is distributed evenly between the two
processes, or biased all on one. As such we can restrict to
p = m in this case without loss of generality.
For cases in which results from both rounds of syndrome
measurements are used, this equivalence between p and m
no longer holds. However, as long as the addition of the
results from the standard syndrome measurement round does
not have a very strong effect, the equivalence will still hold
approximately. Given the values of f that we consider, we can
therefore continue to use p = m.
B. Numerical results

It can be expected that the threshold value of g will have a
complex relationship with p = m. On the one hand, lowering
p = m will allow more effective error correction, and so could
allow good results even for larger g. On the other hand,
lowering p = m also reduces the amount of noise felt by the
single qubit with which we compare. The requirement for
success therefore becomes more stringent, which may lead to
a lower g being required.
Our numerical results demonstrate the tradeoff between
these two effects. The threshold value of g is plotted against
p = m in Fig. 3 for the case of T1 /T2 = 104 and t/T2 = 10−3
for the general noise channel. The corresponding values of f
are shown in Fig. 4. The graphs for T1 /T2 = 102 and T1 /T2 =
103 are essentially identical, showing that the results do not
depend strongly on these time scales when the entangling gates
are much faster than the decoherence times. The graphs for
the noise approximated to a Pauli channel are also essentially
identical. The forms of noise considered are therefore ones for
which the Pauli approximation is well justified.
The full results for the threshold show that the two effects
described above lead to a maximum threshold for the gate
noise of around g = 0.7%. This occurs at around p = m =
1.25% and achieves a respectable value of f = 0.95% for the
ratio. This is possibly the most experimentally amenable set of
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FIG. 4. Graph of the ratio f achieved at the threshold value g for
different preparation and measurement noise.

noise levels that allow for the demonstration of quantum error
correction in the proposed experiment.
If preparation and measurement noise are lowered, the
threshold for g is lowered accordingly. At the extreme case
of making preparation and measurement perfect, the threshold
for the entangling gates is g = 0.03% and f < 0.9. Moving
in this direction would therefore allow an even more effective
demonstration of quantum error correction.
If preparation and measurement noise are raised, success in
the experiment is found to be impossible beyond p = m = 4%.
At this point, the entangling gates must be essentially perfect.
However f = 1 in this case, and so the situation is effectively
one of classical error correction. Though the entangling gates
are perfect, their results do not help provide better error
correction. Such a noise regime is therefore not useful for
the proposed experiment.
The threshold results for the Tomita-Svore decoder are
largely similar to that for the optimal decoding. The value of
the ratio f , however, shows much larger differences, as seen in
Fig. 5. In this figure we look at data for the case of p = m = g.
The ratio f is plotted for both the optimal decoding and
Tomita-Svore decoding. In both cases the denominator of the

FIG. 5. Graph of the ratio f for different values of the noise rate
p = m = g. Results are shown for both the optimal decoder (a lookup
table populated by experimental data) and Tomita-Svore (a lookup
table based on a set of rules).
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ratio is the Fcode,1 obtained from optimal decoding. This is to
ensure that both compare against the same thing, and because
the simplicity of decoding for the single round syndrome
means that optimal decoding can always be used for Fcode,1 .
It is found that the advantage of using the full syndrome is
dramatically reduced when Tomita-Svore decoding is used. In
fact, results are worse than for single round decoding. This is
quite surprising, since this decoder gives essentially identical
curve as Fig. 3 for the threshold values of g. Demonstrating
the advantage of using the full syndrome therefore has a strong
need for optimal decoding. Even near optimal decoding can
make success much harder to achieve.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a minimal surface code experiment,
which would be able to form a demonstration of quantum error
correction. For the noise model considered, it was found that
the fidelities for preparation and measurement noise should
be better than around 99%. Imperfections in the entangling
gates were parametrized by the probability g for single qubit
depolarizing noise. It was found that this should be less than
around 0.7%. This corresponds to a fidelity of around 99%
for the entangling gates as a whole. These results were found
for both a Pauli approximation of noise, and a full simulation
including coherent effects.
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